Introduction
EEG recording and preprocessing 142 The EEG was recorded in a dimly lit, electrically shielded, and sound-attenuated chamber. The 143 distance between the eyes and the computer screen was set to 96 cm via a chin rest. The 144 electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded with a 512 Hz sampling rate (bandwidth: DC to 120 145 Hz) using a 64-channel Biosemi Active II system. Electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded from the 146 outer canthi of the eyes and from above and below the left eye. 147 The preprocessing pipeline was implemented in MNE-python (Gramfort et al., 2013, 148 2014). EEG was notch-filtered at 50 Hz, band-pass filtered between 0.1 and 70 Hz, segmented 149 from -200 to 1300ms relative to stimulus onset, and baseline corrected with respect to the first 150 200ms. Artefact rejection was carried out using the "Autoreject" algorithm (Jas et al., 2017). The 151 resulting data was downsampled to 100Hz to increase signal-to-noise ratio in the multivariate 152 analyses (Grootswagers et al., 2017) . 153 Event-related potentials 154 To test for the presence of identity-related information within the conventional ERPs we averaged 155 data across repetitions for each facial identity, electrode and participant separately. Next, we 156 created grand-averages of these data across six regions of interests, corresponding to the left and 157 right anterior (Fp, AF, F, FC), central (FT, TP, C, T) and posterior occipito-temporal electrodes (PO, 158 P, O, I). The central electrodes (Fpz, AFz, Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz, Pz, POz, Oz, Iz) were included in both the 159 left and the right clusters; this was done to maintain sufficient electrode counts for the 160 multivariate analyses (see below). For reasons of consistency, the same electrode clusters were 161 used in both analyses. The posterior clusters included the electrodes typically yielding the largest 162 face-sensitive N170 components (Rossion and Jacques, 2008 ). First, we tested for identity 163 selectivity by using a one-way repeated measures ANOVA with identity (4) as a factor. Second, we averaged the two female and two male face elicited ERPs and performed a paired t-test for 165 testing sex-specific differences. Third, we tested if the ERPs differed for the two identities within 166 the same sex by comparing the ERPs for the two female as well as for the two male identities with 167 each other in t-tests. was driven by a pronounced difference between male and female faces (black significance markers). Identities of the same sex were not discriminable from ERP responses in any of the clusters, suggesting that ERPs primarily reflect face sex, rather than face identity. Red, blue, yellow and green show the average ERPs for the four celebrities. Horizontal lines denote statistical significance (p<0.05, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons). Shaded ranges denote standard errors of the mean. 255 Tracking the emergence of face identity representations 256 To reveal identity information in the EEG signals, we generated an identity predictor RDM, which 257 reflected the 40 images' dissimilarity in identity (Fig. 3A) . We then correlated the neural RDM 258 with this identity RDM separately at every time point. This analysis revealed significant 259 correlations from 110ms onwards, peaking at around 410ms (peak t[25]=5.97) and lasting across 260 the whole epoch ( Fig. 3B ), suggesting rapidly emerging and long-lasting face identity information 261 in the signal. 262 Our stimulus set contained faces of both sexes, and faces within the same sex share more 263 visual and conceptual properties than faces of opposite sexes (O'Toole et al., 1998). To determine 264 whether such sex differences could be retrieved from the EEG signals, we correlated the neural 265 RDM with a sex predictor RDM separately at every time point ( Fig. 3C ). This sex predictor RDM 266 only contained between-identity comparisons, so that this analysis reflected face sex 267 independently of identity. We found significant sex information from 140ms to 680ms, peaking 268 at 270ms (peak t[25]=4.39) ( Fig. 3D ). This indicates that the early EEG signals also contain reliable 269 differences between sexes, emerging at a similar time point as identity-specific information but 270 decaying more rapidly.
Figure. 3: RSA Results.
To reveal identity-specific representations, we modeled the representational organization obtained from EEG signals with different predictor matrices (A, C, E). We observed temporally persisting identity information starting from 110ms after stimulus onset (A, B). Similarly, we found strong sex information in the neural organization, emerging between 140ms and 680ms (C, D). Tracking identity information for faces of same and opposite sexes revealed that identity information for same-sex faces was relatively delayed, emerging only after 400ms (E, F). Early identity information was significantly reduced for between-sex comparisons (black significance markers), suggesting that early identity coding partly relies on differences in face sex. Horizontal lines denote statistical significance (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Shaded ranges denote standard errors of the mean. 272 The presence of sex information in the signal suggests that identity information may be 273 processed differently as a function of the sex of the face. Specifically, as faces of the same sex are 274 more similar in various aspects (including their visual appearance), discriminating between the four facial identities may overestimate the amount of genuine identity information in the signal. 276 We thus split our analysis into comparisons between faces of opposite and of the same sex by 277 correlating the neural RDMs with two separate predictor RDMs (Fig. 3E ). 278 For one of these predictor RDMs ("between-sex") we only included comparisons between 279 the two sexes, while for the other RDM ("within-sex") we only included comparisons within the 280 same sex. We observed strong identity information for opposite-sex faces that could be retrieved 281 from as early as 100ms until the end of the epoch and peaking at 260ms (peak t[25]=7.40). 282 Identity information, however, differed when restricting the analysis to within-sex comparisons: 283 it emerged significantly later, at around 400ms, and peaked at 1,050ms (peak t[25]=5.97) ( Fig.   284 3F). When directly comparing identity information for the between-and within-sex comparisons, 285 we found significantly higher identity information for the between-sex analysis between 140ms 286 and 660ms. This suggests that early identity representations partly reflect differences in face sex. 287 By contrast, after 660ms, face sex did not influence identity representations, suggesting the 288 emergence of identity representations that are invariant to commonalities and differences across 289 the two sexes. therefore partly obscure face identity information in the multivariate analyses. We thus repeated 296 the RSA separately for each of the six electrode clusters used in the univariate analysis, expecting 297 the strongest identity information in the right posterior cluster (Fig. 4) .
For the posterior electrode clusters we found the most pronounced identity information, 299 and a marked difference between hemispheres. In the left posterior cluster, four-way identity 300 information (where sex may contribute to identity encoding) emerged from 120ms post-stimulus 301 onset and peaked at 560ms (peak t[25]=4.85) (Fig. 4E ). However, restricting the analysis to within-302 sex comparisons abolished identity information over this electrode cluster in the signal entirely. 303 Similarly, in the right posterior cluster (Fig. 4F) we found robust four-way identity information, 304 starting from 110ms after stimulus onset and peaking at 230ms (peak t[25]=4.81). Crucially 305 however, the right posterior cluster also showed reliable within-sex identity information 306 throughout the epoch, emerging at the same time, after 110ms and peaking around 530ms (peak 307 t[25]=5.40). This result suggests that signals recorded from electrodes close to the typically face-308 selective ERP recording sites of the right hemisphere contain widespread identity information, 309 even when visual and conceptual properties are more robustly controlled for. 310 Figure 4 . Sensor-space RSA Results. When repeating the RSA for the six electrode clusters used in the ERP analysis, we found strongest identity information in the posterior clusters (E/F). This identity information was lateralized to the right hemisphere: In the right central and posterior electrode clusters (D/F), we observed significant within-sex identity information, with an early onset (110ms) in the right posterior cluster. The corresponding left-hemispheric clusters (C/E) only yielded identity information when also the between-sex comparisons were included. The anterior clusters (A/B) did not yield substantial identity information. Horizontal lines denote statistical significance (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Shaded ranges denote standard errors of the mean. 312 The left central cluster (Fig. 4C) primarily showed four-way identity information, emerging 313 slightly later as compared to the posterior cluster, after 200ms, peaking at 560ms (peak 314 t[25]=5.10). By contrast, the right central cluster not only yielded four-way identity information 315 (from 150ms, peaking at 480ms, peak t[25]=4.97), but also within-sex identity information, 316 emerging later than that of the posterior cluster, after 550ms and peaking at 1,100ms (peak 317 t[25]=3.11). 318 Signals recorded from the two anterior clusters did not yield substantial identity 319 information ( Fig. 4A/B ), suggesting that identity information primarily originates from sources in 320 visual cortex. Our stimulus set was constructed to mirror natural variations across different encounters with a 324 familiar person. This was achieved by selecting stimuli that ensured a high degree of variability 325 within each identity (see above), so that image-based stimulus properties are unlikely to account 326 for the emergence of identity information. To explicitly rule out this possibility, we performed a 327 control analysis, where we additionally modeled image-based similarities between stimuli. This 328 was done by constructing pixel RDMs, which reflected the images' dissimilarity in pixel values; these pixel RDMs were partialled out in the subsequent analysis. We focused the control analysis 330 on the within-sex comparison, which forms the most robust test of face identity representations, 331 and on the two electrode configurations where it was most robustly found (all electrodes and 332 right posterior electrodes). 333 334 In the analysis using all electrodes, we found no modulation of identity information after 335 removing the pixel RDM (Fig. 5B) . By contrast, when focusing on the right posterior cluster, we 336 found a modulation of identity information when controlling for image-based similarity (Fig. 5C ). 337 Figure 5 . Controlling for Image Similarity. In a partial correlation analysis, we tracked withinsex identity information while controlling for the images' pixel dissimilarities (A). When using data from all electrodes, removing pixel dissimilarities did not significantly impact identity information (B). For the right posterior cluster, where early within-sex identity information was found in previous analysis (Fig. 4F ), controlling for pixel dissimilarity had a significant impact (C): early identity information (90-230ms) was significantly reduced when controlling for pixel dissimilarity, whereas later identity information was not impacted and remained significant from 460ms after onset. These results suggest that later representations of face identity are invariant to image-based properties. Horizontal lines denote statistical significance (p<0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons). Shaded ranges denote standard errors.
Early within-sex identity information, emerging between 90ms and 230ms was significantly 338 reduced when controlling for pixel dissimilarity. By contrast, later within-sex identity information 339 (from 460ms) emerged independently of image-based properties. Together, these results suggest 340 that later representations of face identity are robust to image-based changes, but genuinely 341 reflect face identity. These neural representations might thus be a crucial prerequisite for efficient 342 face recognition across visually different encounters with a person. can sometimes be inferred from earlier representations that do not need to be highly invariant. 371 Future studies could thus test whether different representational stages are crucial for face 372 recognition under varying demands. 373 Our study revealed a pronounced right-hemispheric lateralization of identity information: 374 face identity information was strongest in electrodes over the right, as opposed to the left, visual 375 cortex. Specifically, only signals recorded over right occipito-temporal cortex contained identity 376 information which is invariant to both face sex and image-based properties. This right-lateralized 377 topography is consistent with sources in the visual face processing network that has a strong right-378 hemispheric lateralization (Axelrod and Yovel, 2015; Yovel, 2016). Interestingly, neuroimaging 379 work showed that specifically right-hemispheric activations predict behavioral performance in 380 familiar face recognition (Weibert and Andrews, 2015), suggesting that these identity 381 representations could play an important role in face recognition. However, this notion has to be explicitly tested in the future, as caution needs to be applied when inferring cortical sources from 383 EEG scalp topographies. 384 Besides identity coding, our findings also offer insights into the cortical coding of face sex. 385 As our stimulus set contained faces of opposite sexes, we could also track the emergence of sex 386 information. Face sex can be rapidly retrieved from EEG signals, both in univariate and 387 multivariate analyses, and predicts cortical organization from 140ms. This finding corroborates 388 previous ERP studies, which have suggested that face sex is extracted early and affects a variety . As opposed to the temporally sustained identity information, sex information 391 displayed a more transient nature, and vanished shortly before 700ms after onset. This difference 392 between identity and sex information suggests that the two properties are coded somewhat 393 independently at later processing stages. 394 In conclusion, we provide a characterization of the neural dynamics underlying familiar 395 face recognition. Representations of face identity emerged gradually across the visual processing 396 cascade. Invariant identity representations were observed after 400ms of processing. We suggest 397 that these representations are crucial for face recognition across different encounters with a 398 person. 399 
